
POST-WAR RENAISSANCE: NEW SILVER AND JEWELS 
SINCE 1945

by Graham Hughes

Editor of Arts Review magazine, lately Art Director at Goldsmiths’ Hall, and Head of Design at the Royal Mint.

I have spent much of my life stimulating new silver 
and jewellery craftsmen from Goldsmiths’ Hall, 
organising exhibitions throughout the world, and 
helping to buy work of distinction for the Goldsmiths' 
permanent modern collection in Foster Lane near St. 
Paul’s in the City, now the biggest, and, dare I say it, 
the best collection in the world of new masterpieces. So 
my knowledge of the exciting 4 decades since the war, 
is mostly autobiographical. I am honoured to be able 
to talk of many of the chief performers as my intimate 
friends, so what I say about them therefore carries 
with it the ring of personal affection, as well, I hope, 
as the conviction of scholarship.

Thomas in Pimlico to Jonathan Swan in Lewes, from 
David Morris, Andre Bogacrt or Elisabeth Gage near 
Bond Street to the impressive newcomers outside Lon
don. Here arc some of them: Robert Baker in Canter
bury, Julie Ann Palmer of Bristol, Simon Muris of 
Harrogate, Barbara Tipple of Southampton, John 
McKcllar of Hereford, Anno Domini of Leeds and 
Graham Stewart in Dunblane. Quite a spread!

There’s a parallel overseas, too, not only in Scan
dinavia where new metalwork has been popular 
throughout this century, with Danish designer firms 
like Hans Hansen, Michclscn, Dragstcd or 
Hingclberg joining the respected leader Jensen. In 
Switzerland, Paul Binder opened and thrived in 
Zurich, Gilbert Albert in Geneva. In USA, where 
skilled crafts are not blessed with the deep roots of 
Europe, and in New York of all places, where profit 
is the only barometer of success, David Webb and Ar
thur King (now both, alas, dead) opened grand 
fashionable shops. The rise world wide of clothes 
designers like Barbara Hulanicki of Biba, Zandra 
Rhodes or Bruce Oldfield, has been almost matched 
by their colleagues in gold and silver. An exciting 
newcomer in 1987 is the self-trained Goudji of Paris.

I was greeted this morning by one of my antique 
dealer friends in this distinguished International Silver 
& Jewellery Fair & Seminar with the provocative 
definition that antiques arc what sells, modern work is 
what doesn’t. That may have been true before 1939, 
except for a few famous names like Jensen or Puifor- 
cat. But my theme today, is the change in the market 
over the past 4 decades. Prosperity in the precious 
metals is no longer confined to the auction houses and 
to what we used to call ‘High jewellery’, the sort of 
magnificence you find in Paris’ Place Vcndomc, 
where the principal firms some of them dating back to 
the 18th century, have grouped themselves together 
into ‘La haute joaillcric dc France’. The finest Geneva 
watch firms, similarly, have formed Montrcs et Bijoux 
as a group of exceptional quality with regular exhibi
tions not only at home in Geneva’s Musec Rath, but 
abroad too, in 1987 in Madrid. This type of fine 
workmanship has certainly nourished recently, with 
massive increase in profits from firms like Asprcy and 
Garrard. But I sec there, steady progress rather than 
revolution. The real, significant change during these 
years, has been the emergence of the designer as a 
power in his or her own right. Many arc women, and 
that’s another new strength: women have always been 
big consumers of skilled crafts; now they arc pro
ducers, too.

In Britain, the post-war story started with a group, all 
contemporary. They worked closely with Goldsmiths’ 
Hall, and developed their businesses on two main 
hopes. First, the fame resulting from vigorous promo
tion in exhibitions, at home in shops and in regional 
museums; then all over the world, often resulting in 
the establishment for them of market outlets in leading 
local retailers like Bolin of Stockholm, VVako or Seibu 
of Tokyo, or Black, Starr of New York. This would 
hardly have been practical before the age of modern jet 
travel, and a valuable boost to overseas activity, was 
the sequence of British export fairs everywhere. The 
second hopeful opening for the younger smiths in Bri
tain, was the increase in attention given by institu
tions, to their corporate image. Silver on the dining 
table, and jewels for the chairman and his wife, have 
been normal in Britain for centuries, but only after 
1945 did banks and commercial corporations seem to 
be aware that they, too could outshine their com
petitors by showing better possessions as well as better 
balance sheets. Public patronage and big corporate 
commissions, were new and welcome, from such 
diverse sources as towns like Reading or Bury St. Ed
munds, professions like the Chartered Accountants or 
the British Insurance Association, companies like the 
Ionian Bank or Tate and Lyle.

Before 1939, the number of well-known silver and 
jewellery designers was very small: Stabler, Durbin, 
Gleadowc, Baxcndalc, Shiner, Zinkeiscn were among 
the most prominent in Britain, yet how many of them 
feature in the design manuals of today? Leslie Durbin, 
the best craftsman of his time, may be the foremost. 
■' )ur contemporary scene really is different. Jensen is 
n > longer the only shop bearing the name of the 

■sumkt of its stock: in Britain, I can think of dozens, 
John Donald and Sarah Jones in the City to 
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and one in Manchester. And now he is building a new 
home and factory at Hathersage near Sheffield, with 
the same architect, Michael Hopkins, that he, as a 
Trustee, introduced to the Victoria and Albert 
Museum to try to bring some order to the visual chaos 
there. It’s a great story, the only sadness being that 
David no longer works in silver: his handwork 
nowadays is on prototypes for mass production, no 
longer on unique masterpieces. But British industrial 
design, from street furniture to knives and forks, is 
gaining from his single-minded devotion, what the 
crafts have lost.

Brian Asquith, is another Yorkshire man who shared 
David’s first workshop in Sheffield with him. He may 
have been even more successful than David as a 
general practitioner in industrial design, from heavy, 
high tech screw gear through saws and implements by 
Spear and Jackson, to kitchen stoves. .At one time, 
Brian had won more awards at London’s Design Cen
tre than anyone alive had ever done. Now, at 
Youlgreave, high on the moors between Sheffield and 
Manchester, he and his half dozen helpers, share their 
time between hand-made silver (with his wife’s jewels) 
and the type of meticulous measured drawings upon 
which Britain’s future industrial base depends for 
survival.

;

u

. Silver, gold, copper brooch by Alberi Paley of Syracuse, 
USA (c. 1980). One of America’s foremost craftsmen, with 
art nouveau affinities.

The strength of Welch, Mcllor and Asquith has been 
in their industrial work which gave them broad 
horizons and steady incomes. Their nearest equivalent 
before 1939, was Harold Stabler with his experimental 
work in the new material stainless steel for Firth 
Vickers and others, and his regular commissions for 
hand-made silver from the Goldsmiths’ and 
Silversmiths’ Company, now Garrard. But Stabler’s 
industrial experience was never so practical as that of 
the younger generation, and his silver was usually 
made not in batches by himself, but in ones or twos by 
someone else. The relatively new career of industrial 
designer, lent strength to the younger post-war 
silversmiths, in a way that was not possible before 
1939.

Another source of new confidence was modern 
David Mellor was always obsessed with cutlery. At marketing techniques. Stuart Devlin emerged from
first, he designed it for the old firm Walker and Hall the Royal College of Art qualified both as silversmith
in his home town of Sheffield, winning general ac- and sculptor, but few of those who then admired his
claim, and an order for the British Embassy in War- artistic freshness, realised his business ideas were
saw and elsewhere, for his elegant pattern ‘Pride’. But fresh, too. When he won the competition to design the
as one factory followed another into bankruptcy, new coinage for his native Australia, there was a
casualties of competition from the Far East, he momentary hitch: his Prime Minister, Sir Robert
characteristically decided that if nobody would do it Mcnzies, had discovered that Stuart’s fee was larger
well enough for him, he would do it himself. So he than the P. M.’s salary! Fees and awards helped
started his own factory in his beautiful Sheffield home, Stuart mightily, but his astonishing achievement
inside part Tudor half-timbered, part Adam style with the limited edition. First alone, then with the respected
Georgian stucco, incongruous setting enough for retailers Collingwood, then with his new partner the
heavy steel presses, and a sleek streamlined forms! He Duke of Westminster in th<:r Conduit St., London
trained his workers to make what he wanted, and then shop, he evolved a regular sc. •; of Easter eggs which
found he couldn’t sell it through existing outlets, with annually appealed to the u collector instinct in
the identity he thought it deserved. So he started his all of us. You bought at y<- own price level, be it
own shops, eventually triumphing with two in London hundreds or many thousand >r even in the case of

Amongst the early benficiaries was Robert Welch. 
After the Royal College of Art, he has never swerved 
from his early, clean style with its cool geometrical 
forms; nor has he relaxed his early love of Chipping 
Campden, the beautiful Cotswold town where he still 
uses the workshop of C. R. Ashbee, Art and Crafts 
pioneer, restorer and architect, whose ideals Robert 
still cherishes. Robert, indeed, has a healthy foot in- 
several camps: countryside is one, industry another. 
He has a flourishing practice as industrial designer, 
one of his first stainless steel employers being Old Hall 
of Walsall, some of the latest being Kitchen Devil 
knives in UK, and Yamazaki in Japan, with heavy 
cast iron, latterly called Victor, as a sort of continuing 
ground bass.

was
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manship at Goldsmiths’ Hall, as well as staging ex
hibitions in Melbourne and USA. The success of Alex 
Styles is proof, if any were needed, of the commercial 
power of the media.

Probably the biggest consumer of silver bullion over 
the decades, is Gerald Bcnney. His devotion to the 
metal did not stop him from designing successful 
lamps for Glacier Metal, and stainless steel and elec
troplate for Vincrs, then Britain’s biggest silverware 
manufaturers with over 1,000 workers in Sheffield. He 
loved a project in India, to encourage more enterprise 
among the traditional brassworkers of Murshidabad. 
His present work with Selangor pewter in Malaysia, is 
stimulating and fulfilling. And now he has become a 
painter! He may spend every other week at Bccnham, 
his big home near Reading, painting big, stylish land
scapes and nudes, always popular with his numerous 
American admirers. But his first love is silver. He 
once told me that however difficult the economic 
climate might become, I could rely on his welcoming 
me with the lapping noise of his silversmith's hammer, 
and he hasn’t yet let me down. His intenselyinventive 
nature, determines that his designs shall always be a 
move ahead: when his friends were studying plain 
forms and line, he invented a feather texture, ham
mered onto the surface almost as if by stroking it. 
When others were preoccupied with patterns, he 
decided to be the first cnameller in Europe, and so he 
now is. After the death of Burch-Korrodi, the Zurich 
master enamcllcr, Gerald employed one of his craft
smen to reactivate his marvellous luminous colours 
our side of the Channel, and to the colours, Gerald 
added the unique tautness of his design. Here is an ex
traordinary blend of the ornamental with the practical. 
His ideas will last for ever.

2. Gold in laid rings by Richard Anderson, Wisbech & 
Garrard.

medals, a few hundred pounds or less, and you bought 
every year in order to maintain an unbroken sequence 
of whatever line it was that you preferred. I hope 
Stuart will forgive me if I say the magic of his 
elaborate small trinkets, was only partly in their fan
tastic design: it was also in their remorseless numerical 
sequence. To have a complete set of anything is a great 
satisfaction. To have some numbers missing, keeps 
you awake at night. Stuart did very well, so much that 
he hardly could take time off for holiday, except for oc
casional stopovers during his export trips between Bri
tain, USA and Australia, on his favourite island 
Mustiquc, which also happened to contain some 
rather wealthy customers . . . Now, he is making 
jewels with coloured diamonds from the Argyle Dia
mond Company mine, one of the world’s biggest, just 
opened in Australia’s remote N.W. Territory.

Another marketing innovator was Eric Clements. A 
graduate of Birmingham College of Art, he promoted 
drawings for silver, from the level of diagram, to that 
of art. I remember showing some of Eric’s later work 
at an exhibition at the Tea Centre, to his early head
master Harwood, whose stunned comment was: 
‘Magic, pure magic’ ... In the past decade or so, the 
Victoria and Albert Museum have recognised the ar
tistic validity of some craft drawings, and started 
seriously to collect them. The field is pretty grim, 
because most craftsmen feel it’s their metal, not their 
paper, which counts. But the beauty of Eric’s draw
ings won him many big commissions, one of the first 
being for the official jewel for the Mayor of Bolton, a 
Goldsmiths' Hall competition which he won.

A third marketing innovation, with the Devlin limited 
edition and the Clements exquisite limning, was Alex 
Styles’ promotion by Garrard. He was and is their 
staff designer. As Crown jewellers, their prestige is 
unique; to it, they added the power of massive na
tional advetising. Some old British family firms think 
lh-: trade should be spontaneous, that the cut and 
;l*. i >i of the market place should be left to lesser mor- 
i i.u rard, to their credit, bit the bullet of competi
n' ■ Styles was a beneficiary of this energy, as were 
th* Garrard antiques and their replicas. Garrard in 
r« :> Horded to endow two annual prizes for crafts-

For 30 years, it was a growth story: more schools, bet
ter commissions and publicity, bigger production, and 
with these went growing confidence and better style. 
But now is the challenge: economy and efficiency have 
become the bywords of business, rather than prestige 
and publicity: money matters more, in commerce, 
than fame. So business commissions have declined.

3. Heraldic gold swivel ring by Louis Osman.
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Government agencies, too, no longer yearn for that 
sort of permanence which is symbolised by silver plate 
on the chairman's table. Many of the best orders for 
European and American craftsmen now come not 
from Europe and America, but from the Middle East 
and Africa, where tastes and standards may be very 
different. Silversmiths like Grant Macdonald of Lon-' 
don, have mastered an intricate technique of applied 
Arabian filigree, which appeals in the oil-rich coun
tries but which is difficult to relate to the mainstream 
of Western modern design. There is still growth today, 
but it is in the cheaper mass-produced area specialis
ing in light jewels, not heavy silver.

Tiffany of New York, who once prided themselves on 
having just one address, and that in 5th Avenue, have 
now opened several small stores world wide; Cartier, 
who used to be owned by one family and who used to 
sell to royalty and aristocrats, have revolutionised 
their business with their new chain of small shops 
within big stores: Lcs Must dc Cartier, catering for 
younger buyers who don’t mostly want to buy for 
perpetuity. It’s the same with Dunhill of London, and 
the world’s biggest chains: Zalc of USA and Rainer of 
Britain, have built their prosperity not on hand skills 
but on light mass-production. Throughout Scan
dinavia this change in purchasing habits, has resulted 
in some old names vanishing, others amalgamating: 
Jensen is no longer independent, but part of a group 
including Royal Copenhagen Porcelain. Luxury today 
no longer means big, grand homes with silver: it is 
more a matter of mobility and fast-living.

But old loves die slowly, and those countries with a 
silver tradition, like Britain, France and Italy, arc still 
producing magnificent work. A recent international 
design fillip has come from the big Italian factory 
group Alcssi. In 1979, they commissioned 11 big- 
name architects to design a silver tea or coffee service, 
followed by further ideas sometimes in stainless steel. 
These arc in fashionable Post Modern style, which 
may have first hit the silversmiths with architect Hans 
Hollein’s 1975 Schullin jewellery shop front in Vien
na. The pieces have been exhibited world wide both in 
museums like Boymans of Amsterdam, and in shops, 
and their impact has been phenomenal. Michael 
Graves’ ‘singing’ kettle, of 1985, with a whistle on its 
spout in the shape of a bird, sold over 40,000 in a 
single year. Fun is the name of this new post-modern 
game, laced with famous names, and it may provide 
just the shot in the arm which the old crafts need. 
Comparable but smaller, is the Clcto Munari collec
tion, featuring the designer of Paris’ new Gare d’Or- 
say Museum, Gae Aulenti; Mario Botta, winner of 
last year’s Chicago architecture award; Olivetti’s 
Michele dc Lucchi; and Hans I lollein again, all cen
tred on the workshops near Vicenza at Monticello.

Most craftsmen prefer either ih heavy sculptural 
techniques of forming silver from ■ Hat sheet, or the 
small exquisite construction of jt Is built up from 
wire or thread. It is rare to ex<< i both. But one4. Gold and peridots bracelet by Andrew Grima c. 1965. •
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6. 'Stairs’ lea or coffee set designed by Lino Sabattini of 
Italy. 1971.

creations ever since, as architect in charge, he design
ed a scries of round rooms for Lady Hollendcn’s 
Gloucestershire house, and then commissioned Eps
tein to make his masterpiece, the Madonna and Child 
in Cavendish Square. But the cost-consciousness of 
modern architecture and Louis’ love of curves, were 
not easy companions, and he steadily moved towards 
jewellery and silver with Dilys, his cnamellcr wife. His 
first major statement in his favourite material, gold, 
was the crown given by the Worshipful Company of 
Goldsmiths for the Prince of Wales’ investiture in 
Caernacrvon Castle, now in the National Museum of 
Wales. Then came the Louis Osman one-man show of 
gold at Goldsmiths’ Hall; the casket given by the 
British government to the American to celebrate the 
Bicentennial, by containing and showing the original 
Magna Carta beneath the dome of the Capital in 
Washington; and many other memorable, imaginative 
visions, some now in the Goldsmiths’ Hall collection.

The old disciplines of silver have slowly relaxed their 
spell in favour of the new technology of jewels. Big, 
bright, ‘newly discovered’ semi precious stones, new 
casting and texturing ideas, a new flamboyance which 
relied on personality of design rather than the size of 
the classic precious stones, diamonds rubies and sap
phires, caught the public fancy. Andrew Gritna’s 
theatrical creations in his fantastic Jcrmvn Street 
shop, led the field after the big international modern 
jeweller)' exhibition at Goldsmiths' Hall in 1961, the 
world’s first gathering together of jewellery presented 
not as money but as art. Andrew, now alas in Lugano 
where he feels the precious market is more lively than 
in Britain, became the first of many: John Donald, 
David Thomas, Wendy Ramshaw with her lovely 
baluster forms turned in enamelled gold, and with her 
multiple rings, Geoffrey Turk with his an deco inspira-

5. One of a pair of silver Steeple Cups presented to the Skin
ners Company by the family of the First Principal of the 
Northampton Polytechnic.

craftsman, Louis Osman, defies the rules. For 10 
vimis in the great Tudor mansion. Canons Ashby, 
ti;. i at Byford Court, now at Harpton Court, both 
a* irwllous houses with medieval rooms, near 

•■ i lurcl, he has produced a succession of amazing 
me. This is not a question of fun, jokes, or tem- 
ry appeal to the susceptible but powerful fashion 

•mev He’s a serious artist touched by greatness, 
li hi.s work has a character as emphatic as it is 

.'s ial. He has an enviable score of prominent

P
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7. Steel Eggeups designed in 1960 by Friedrich Becker. Made 8. Silver box with copper stripes by Michael Rowe, 
by Pott, in Solingen, the German silver centre near 
Dusscldorf.

tions, all these and many more transformed what had private studio in Paris, and, as a man of culture (he
been visually lifeless, into the most dashing field of once tried to take Glyndebournc to Paris, and very
modern fashion. Art schools began jewellery depart- nearly succeeded) he never saw money as a spur in his
ments by the dozen, where previously there had been quest for beauty. Jean (who sadly died in 1987) could
none: jewellery was seen as pure invention, untram- not believe his luck, I could not believe Tiffany’s
mcllcd by technical restraint. The first flush of excite- wisdom, and Hoving could not believe his profit from
ment may now have faded, and the accent may now the appointment. For, to everyone’s dismay, Jean
have shifted from gold and stones, which many can’t soon became a Tiffany best-seller, instead of, as had
afford, to glass and feathers which most can, but been feared, an expensive publicity device. Tiffany’s
jewellery will never be the same again. best customers vied with each other to meet Jean, and

Jean proved to that side of the Atlantic, as others were 
The word jewel is 'gioia* or joy. I well remember on doing in Europe, that new designs could yield new, cx-
an early trip to New York, meeting the then owner of citing activity. Picasso’s daughter Paloma has in-
Tiffany’s, Walter Hoving, whose son Thomas became hcrited some of Jean’s mantle at Tiffany. The
Director of the Metropolitan Museum. Waller had Elcctrum Gallery in South Molton Street, London,
recently appointed Jean Schlumberger as his specialist keeps an international flag flying for new art jewels in
jewel artist with his own semi-private gallery upstairs London.
in the 5th Avenue store, and with a semi free-lance Fine quality production may have sagged in the past
function to bring new glamour and younger customers decade, but nobody can kill the post-war zest brought
to the old shop. Jean was one originator of the most to silver and jewels by those designers who rightly
elegant jewel design, both in New York and in his made themselves famous with it.
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